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Abstrat. Neutral atoms an strongly in�uene the intrinsi rotation and radial

eletri �eld at the tokamak edge. Here, we present a framework to investigate

these e�ets when the neutrals dominate the momentum transport. We explore

the parameter spae numerially, using highly �exible model geometries and a

state of the art kineti solver. We �nd that the most important parameters

ontrolling the toroidal rotation and eletri �eld are the major radius where

the neutrals are loalized and the plasma ollisionality. This o�ers a means to

in�uene the rotation and eletri �eld by, for example, varying the radial position

of the X-point to hange the major radius of the neutral peak.
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The level of plasma rotation has a fundamental impat on the performane of

magnetially on�ned plasmas. Establishing what determines plasma rotation is

important both from a theoretial and pratial point of view, sine rotation has

a strong e�et on the on�nement and stabilizes magnetohydrodynami instabilities,

suh as resistive wall modes.

In future magneti fusion devies, where the e�et of alpha-partile heating will be

dominant, the in�uene of external torque from auxiliary heating will be onsiderably

lower than in urrent devies. It is therefore important to understand the intrinsi

toroidal rotation that arises independently of externally applied momentum soures;

momentum transport by neutral atoms generates intrinsi rotation.

There is a wealth of experimental evidene showing that neutrals have a

substantial in�uene on tokamak edge proesses. They in�uene global on�nement

[1, 2℄ and the transition from low (L) to high (H) on�nement mode [3�11℄, whih

are ritial to the performane of tokamak fusion reators. While the physis of the

transition to H-mode is far from fully understood, it is lear that rotational �ow shear

plays an important role [12℄. It is therefore important to be able to model the e�et

of neutral visosity on the �ow shear in the edge plasma.

Neutrals in�uene the ion dynamis in plasmas through atomi proesses, mainly

harge-exhange (CX), ionization, and reombination. Due to their high ross-�eld

mobility they an be the most signi�ant momentum transport hannel even at low

relative densities. The e�et of the neutrals is typially signi�ant if the neutral

fration in the plasma exeeds about 10−4
[13℄, whih is usually the ase in the tokamak

edge not too far inside the separatrix; the neutrals an penetrate to the pedestal top in

the JET tokamak [14℄ and may be expeted to penetrate further in an L-mode plasma

due to the lower edge density.

Reent experimental results at JET demonstrate that hanges in divertor

strike point positions are orrelated with strong modi�ation of the global energy

on�nement [1, 2℄. It was speulated that this may be beause neutrals diretly a�et

the edge ion �ow and eletri potential [1℄. Other observations orrelate the edge

intrinsi toroidal rotation with CX dynamis [14℄ or the major radius of the X-point

[15, 16℄. These reent observations triggered renewed interest in the role of the neutrals

in the tokamak edge.

Previous analytial work has shown neutrals an modify or even determine the

edge plasma rotation and radial eletri �eld [13, 17�23℄. Even without input of

external momentum into the plasma, neutrals drive intrinsi momentum transport

and hene rotation. However, analytial solutions for the neolassial ion distribution

funtion an only be obtained in the asymptotially low or high ollisionality regimes.

The trends in radial eletri �eld and toroidal rotation with the loation of the

neutrals both reverse their diretion between these two regimes [21℄. Realisti

plasma parameters in the tokamak edge are intermediate between these limits. The

analytial results therefore annot be used to determine the parametri dependene,

for experimentally relevant onditions, of the ion �ow and radial eletri �eld or even

predit the diretion of the trends with, for instane, X-point major radius. With

numerial solutions we remove the restrition on ollisionality.

We ouple neutrals to a neolassial kineti solver and determine the radial

eletri �eld and plasma �ows just inside the separatrix. We use ITER-relevant

model geometries and plasma parameters. As an example appliation, we demonstrate

the e�ets of hanging the shaping and the X-point position, due to their reent

experimental relevane [1, 2, 15, 16℄. We show there is a link between the X-point radial
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position and neutral mediated rotation. Consequently, ontrol of the X-point loation

may o�er a straightforward means of ontrol over the ion �ow and radial eletri �eld.

Our results may have relevane for the mehanism underlying reent observations

indiating improved global on�nement with the orner divertor on�gurations in JET

[1, 2℄.

The toroidal ion �ow and radial eletri �eld an be alulated from the steady

state ondition in a plasma without momentum soures, where the radial transport of

toroidal angular momentum vanishes,

0 =
〈

Rζ̂ · (πi + πn) · ∇ψ
〉

≈
〈

Rζ̂ · πn · ∇ψ
〉

. (1)

Here πi and πn are the ion and neutral visosity tensors, R is the major radius, 2πψ
is the poloidal magneti �ux, ζ̂ = ∇ζ/ |∇ζ| with ζ the toroidal angle in the diretion

of the plasma urrent, and 〈...〉 is the �ux surfae average. The seond form follows

beause the ontribution of the ion visosity is negligible at �rst order [24℄ in the

expansion in normalized gyroradius ρ∗ = ρ/L, where ρ is the gyroradius and L is a

typial length sale of plasma gradients.

For modest relative neutral densities, nn/ni
>
∼ 10−4

, where nn and ni denote

the density of neutrals and ions, the neutral visosity is higher than the neolassial

visosity [13℄. The turbulent momentum �ux will also be assumed to be lower than

the neutral momentum �ux, whih may be questionable. However, it is plausible

that the neutral and turbulent momentum �uxes should be at least omparable, as in

steady state partile losses are balaned by fuelling and reyling. The neutral partile

transport is then equal to ion partile transport due to both ollisions and turbulene,

sine every reyling ion that leaves the plasma omes bak as a neutral [21℄. Therefore

onsidering the neutral momentum transport in isolation is an important step in

understanding plasma rotation in regions where neutrals are present. Moreover

experimental evidene shows that neutrals do a�et plasma rotation at the edge.

We an solve the neutral kineti equation v · ∇fn = τ−1 (nnfi/ni − fn)
perturbatively. Here fi and fn are the ion and neutral distribution funtions

respetively and τ−1 = ni〈σv〉x ≃ 2.93niσx(Ti/mi)
1/2

is the CX frequeny, whih

is larger than the ionization or reombination rates for tokamak edge parameters [25℄.

σx is the CX ross setion for thermal partiles, 〈σv〉x the rate oe�ient for CX

reations, Ti the ion temperature, and mi the ion mass. The mean free path for CX

is λmfp,n = τvth ≃ 0.483/niσx, with vth the thermal veloity, whih we may estimate

as λmfp ≃ 0.8 cm using ni = 1020 m−3
and σx = 6 × 10−15 cm2

[13℄. This is

short ompared to typial gradient sale lengths L in the plasma, so we expand the

neutral distribution funtion for small λmfp/L as fn = fn0 + fn1 + . . .. To lowest

order fn0 = nnfi/ni, and to next order fn1 = −τv · ∇ (nnfi/ni). Thus the neutral

distribution funtion an be alulated from the distribution funtion of the ions. For

neutral frations nn/ni
<
∼ 10−3

, the diret e�et of the neutrals on the ion distribution

funtion an be negleted [17, 18℄, and we an onstrut the neutral visosity tensor

as πn,jk =
∫

mi

(

vjvk − (v2/3)δjk
)

fn(v)d
3v = −τ ∂

∂xl

∫

mivjvkvl(nn/ni)fi(v)d
3v +

(. . .)πi,jk + (. . .)δjk. The last two terms are negligible ompared to the �rst so

〈

Rζ̂ · πn · ∇ψ
〉

≈

〈

Rτmi

ni

∂nn

∂ψ

∫

d3v
(

∇ψ · v
)2 (

ζ̂ · v
)

fi

〉

, (2)

where the radial gradient of nn dominates. Although we assume that the neutrals are

too few to a�et the ion distribution diretly, they a�et the ion toroidal rotation
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and the radial eletri �eld by dominating the transport of angular momentum.

Interestingly, for the ase we onsider here where the neutral visosity is larger than

the ion neolassial and turbulent visosities, the steady state of the ions depends

on the poloidal distribution of the neutral density, but is independent of its overall

magnitude and also of the CX ross setion; the latter are independent of the poloidal

angle and so are just prefators to the neutral momentum �ux in Eq. (2), whih

vanishes by Eq. (1).

The neutrals ouple to the partile distribution fi, given by

fi(r) = fM
i,gc(R) + δfi,gc(R)

≈ fM
i,gc(r)− ρ · ∇fM

i,gc(r) + δfi,gc(r). (3)

Here r is the partile position,R the guiding entre position, ρ = r−R the gyro-radius

vetor, subsript `g' denotes guiding entre distributions, fM
i,gc is the Maxwellian

distribution whih is the leading order part of fi,gc in the ρ∗ expansion, and δfi,gc is
the perturbed part of the distribution. We model here deuterium ions and neutrals

(eletron dynamis are negligible due to the small eletron-ion mass ratio). We

alulate δfi,gc with the Pedestal and Edge Radially-global Fokker-Plank Evaluation

of Collisional Transport (perfet) neolassial solver [26℄, used here in loal mode.

The density gradient ∂ni/∂ψ and eletrostati potential gradient ∂Φ/∂ψ terms

in the drift kineti equation have idential veloity spae strutures. Therefore when

we solve for ∂Φ/∂ψ any density gradient gives an o�set to ∂Φ/∂ψ without a�eting

the �ow on the �ux surfae we onsider. We therefore set ∂ni/∂ψ = 0 here.

The system is driven by the ion temperature gradient dTi/dψ and we must solve

for the gradient of the eletrostati potential dΦ/dψ. Taking a guess for dΦ/dψ we

alulate δfi,gc with perfet and ompute the momentum �ux from Eqs. (3) and (2).

We iterate to �nd the dΦ/dψ value for whih the momentum �ux vanishes.

For this study we use model magneti equilibria given by analyti solutions to the

Grad-Shafranov equation [27℄, and take ITER-like parameters, to san the parameter

dependene of the system. Their geometries are spei�ed by �xing the shape of the

boundary surfae in terms of the inverse aspet ratio ǫ, elongation κ, triangularity δ,
and X-point major radius RX and height ZX along with two more onstraints. For

the onstraints we take the toroidal β, 2µ0〈p〉/B
2
0 (where 〈p〉 is the volume averaged

pressure and µ0 is the vauum permeability), to be 0.05 and �x the safety fator q95 of
the �ux surfae with ψN = 0.95, where ψN is the normalized poloidal �ux, to the value

that orresponds to a plasma urrent of 15 MA in the baseline equilibrium. Sales are

set by giving R0, the major radius of the plasma entre, and B0, the vauum toroidal

�eld at R0. The baseline parameters are [27℄: R0 = 6.2m, B0 = 5.3T, ǫ = 0.32,
κ = 1.7, δ = 0.33, RX = (1 − 1.1δǫ)R0, ZX = −1.1κǫR0. The variation of the X-

point position and triangularity, while keeping the other shaping parameters �xed,

are illustrated in Fig. 1.

We investigate the e�et of a loalized onentration of Deuterium neutrals,

represented by a delta funtion in poloidal angle, on a pure Deuterium plasma. Suh

loalization may represent the loation of a gas pu�, or neutral onentration near the

X-point when the reyling from the targets is strong [14, 28℄, or the plasma is gas

fuelled from the private �ux region. Therefore we onsider two senarios. Firstly we

vary the poloidal loation of the neutrals in the baseline geometry and seondly vary

the geometry while keeping the neutrals �xed at the X-point. In all ases we onsider

a single �ux surfae at ψN = 0.95, as highlighted with thik lines in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1. Flux surfae shapes: (a) baseline ITER-like equilibrium, (b) hanging

the major radius of the X-point RX, () hanging the vertial position of the X-

point ZX, and (d) hanging the triangularity δ. Thik lines show the ψN = 0.95

surfae used for simulations.
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Figure 2. (a) Toroidal �ow veloity and (b) radial eletri �eld at the outboard

midplane as a funtion of the major radius where the neutrals are loalized.

Lines show the e�et of hanging the poloidal position of neutrals in the baseline

geometry. Markers show the e�et, with neutrals kept �xed at the X-point, of

hanging the geometrial parameters RX (rosses), ZX (irles), and δ (triangles).

Line styles orrespond to ollisionality: solid yan is the baseline orresponding

to ni = 10
20

m
−3

and Ti = 300 eV, dotted blue is 10 times lower, and dashed

yellow and dash-dotted red are 10 and 100 times higher respetively. Simulations

plotted with markers use the same plasma parameters as the nearest line. The

ion temperature sale length is taken to be 10 m.

The results show that the toroidal �ow and eletri �eld are largely determined by

the major radius where the neutrals are loalized, Rn, for eah plasma ollisionality.

This is illustrated in Fig. 2, where we show the toroidal ion �ow and radial eletri �eld

as funtions of the neutral loation, for a wide range of ollisionalities. These results

are built from sans of the major radius of the X-point RX , height of the X-point

ZX , and triangularity δ, all of whih had the neutrals loated at the X-point. We

also sanned the poloidal loation θ of the neutrals in the baseline equilibrium (the

di�erene between the results for the upper 0 < θ < π and lower π < θ < 2π halves of

the �ux surfae as funtions of Rn is too small to plot, so only a single urve appears

in Fig. 2). We see that the sans in θ, RX, ZX, and δ ollapse on a single urve for

eah ollisionality, indiating that the position of the X-point and triangularity a�et

the �ow primarily by hanging Rn, while the details of hanges to the �ux surfae

geometry are muh less signi�ant. The shaping parameters we san here are those

most relevant to ontrol of a given mahine, note however that lower order shaping

that we do not analyse here, for example the inverse aspet ratio, may a�et the

solutions signi�antly.
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We have veri�ed our results from the poloidal angle sans against analytial limits

[20, 21℄, �nding good agreement in both high and low ollisionality regimes. The

toroidal �ow aused by the neutrals is generally ounter-urrent, inreasingly so for

higher ollisionality. The magnitude of the outboard rotation in JET L-mode plasmas

without strong external torque (e.g. NBI heating) is of order 10 km s−1
[29℄; thus the

speeds of a few km s−1
found here are of the same order of magnitude and likely to

ompete with other e�ets driving intrinsi edge rotation. We �nd that the eletri

�eld is always inwards and is larger for higher ollisionality. The e�et of ollisionality

is enhaned when the neutrals are loated at smaller major radii.

Neutrals ause the plasma to rotate toroidally without external momentum input

as toroidal �ow is needed to give a radial momentum �ux balaning that due to the

toroidal heat �ux, whih is driven by the radial temperature gradient [21℄. In the

limit Rn → ∞ in Fig. 2 the eletri �eld Er approahes −6 kV m−1 = −2Ti/(eLTi
),

where LTi
is the gradient sale length of the ion temperature. This is beause in this

limit only the rigid rotation parts of the �ow and heat �ux ontribute to drive the

radial momentum �ux and these depend only on the radial gradients, not on δfi,gc;
they are therefore independent of ollisionality and so is the eletri �eld whih is set

diretly. The plasma �ow does however also have a ontribution from the part of the

�ow parallel to the magneti �eld (governed by the neolassial oe�ient k) and so

does depend slightly on ollisionality. It does not ontribute to the momentum �ux as

the magneti �eld vanishes B(Rn) → 0 in this limit. It is also notable that the trends

in Vζ and Er with Rn (Fig. 2) reverse their diretion as the ollisionality hanges from

low to high. This follows from the hange in sign of the neolassial �ow oe�ient k
between low (banana) and high (P�rsh-Shlüter) ollisionalities.

Allowing higher neutral densities requires inluding the reation of the ion

distribution to the neutrals [17℄, whih will be implemented numerially in the future.

perfet has the apability to inlude �nite orbit width e�ets [26, 30℄, allowing

density pedestals to be modelled and the study of the interation between neutral

momentum transport and pedestals is of the highest importane. The importane of

and interation with other e�ets suh as ion orbit loss [31�33℄ ould also be onsidered.

Summary. We have built a framework to investigate the toroidal rotation

and radial eletri �eld in the edge plasma, when these are regulated through

momentum transport by neutrals, by oupling neutrals to a neolassial kineti solver.

Experimentally relevant parameters are not desribed by the asymptoti ollisionality

limits that an be studied analytially [17�22℄. As the limits have opposite trends

with Rn, it is not possible to say a priori whih limit is `loser' to the intermediate

ollisionality typial of experiments, see the yan urve for baseline parameters in Fig.

2. Therefore quantitative omparison with experiment (whih is beyond the sope of

the present paper) and preditive power for future devies both require the numerial

solutions that we present here.

We �nd that the most important parameters ontrolling the toroidal �ow and

eletri �eld are the major radius where the neutrals are loalized, Rn, and the

plasma ollisionality. These results suggest that altering the X-point position may

o�er a means to manipulate the edge rotation in the layer inside the separatrix

when neutral visosity dominates. This sets the boundary ondition for the ore

rotation pro�le and in�uenes the stability of magnetohydrodynami instabilities

suh as resistive wall modes. Further, shear in the edge rotation an lead to the

suppression of edge turbulene. Consequently the neutrals are also likely to a�et the

L-H transition and H-mode on�nement. Our results demonstrate that the e�ets of
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neutrals on momentum transport are signi�ant and should be aounted for both in

the interpretation of urrent experiments and in the design of future mahines.

The authors are grateful to Matt Landreman for advie and help with the

perfet ode. This work was supported by the Framework grant for Strategi Energy

Researh (Dnr. 2014-5392) and the International Career Grant (Dnr. 330-2014-6313)

from Vetenskapsrådet.
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